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Without hope, when also mixing and doing to seem, there is often a thing it’ll be(W.Shakespeare).
Take the first step in faith. You don’t have to see the whole staircase, just take the first step(M.L.King).
You could see whole view on Global Ruling structure the evil devastating the world by the established stupid elites with absurd spremacism.
Then our task is engineering(intellectual cooperation with strong will)to turn the upside down world by altogether.
The Established Class Structure of Global Ruling

Now False Flag wars has been hiding Climate catastrophe！！
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CLIMATE CHANGE toward GLOBAL EXTINCTION

Hoegels Feudalism Ideology in 19C Preussen .

How to engineering toward deriving Global Stability.

⑴people & nation are those who should be exploited

⑴people & nation should colive by equality,justice,truth,and

by nobility hereditary(supremacism→wealth gap,climate change)

mercy(teach by religion).

⑵perpetual war strategy by setting enemy toward global

⑵accomplishing peace forever by nothing enemy toward

hegemony winning(→false terror and wars ).

Global Stability.

☞:{perpetual war strategy,supremacism}

☞:no {perpetual war strategy,supremacism}

→operation EndGame(WWⅢ,Climate Catastrophe).

→operations no WWⅢ & no Climate Catastrophe !!.

☠

This is secret engineering to
perish mankind by inequality,
injustice,fake,and ruthless.

Logical
Turn

It is engineering to turn the
upside down world !!,Let’s join
to accomplish with altogether !!!

The Summary:
In ancient era,kingdom with violence power had been ruling,while Hebrew people liberated teach by God(justice,truth,mercy without violence).
After all,class struggle between atheism(monarchism the hereditary power)and theism(democrat power)had become main stream in mankind
history from at that ancient time till at now.In now ,monarchism had changed to capitalism(wealthiest the hereditary Rockefeller & Rothschild).
Russian Revolution was secretly supported by the wealthiest capitalists to set up enemy in order to make strong internal unite by being of the
common enemy(upside down strategy).Note also NAZIS establishing was supported by Wall Street hatred revolution power(the anti-Jew).
Defeated NAZIS person with technology was secretly imported to USA and they established CIA & military industry complex(MIC).
In 2001/9/11,New York was attacked by US secret troop to make up Muslim nations new enemy instead USSR the cold war opponent.
Then they were to unfold perpetual false flag terrors and wars by making proxy enemy such as ISIS mainly in middle east nations.
While climate change had become serious potential problem toward global mass extinction due to global massive oil consumption regime.
At last,in 2000s,climate change had begun to reveal its awful appearance in Africa and Australia,but most of them pretended ignorance.
Because both communism and climate change is to call for global regime change,which is the most hated matter for Rockefeller.While climate
change could not hide anymore as time goes on,so they made final,but secret operation EndGame to launch WWⅢ between Russia and USA.
Therefore middle east false flag wars has been being kept to be excuse to launch WWⅢ.Then both Putin and Trump had noticed the deadly risk
and might have agreement for the intercepting.Thus Trump might have made very intellectual operation to deceive enemy and also get massive
supporters to win presidential election.His winning at now never means victory,but mere an initiation. Their success or failure would depend
entirely on global people’s strong support for intercepting both WWⅢ and Global Climate Extinction !!.

☞:As for unknown terms,please search in websites.
APPENDIX:References.
⑴”If the world is upside down the way it is now, wouldn't we have to turn it over to get it to stand up straight? " -Eduardo Galeano-

http://upsidedownworld.org/
people general＝tax payers in the deadly delusional upside down world with inequality,injustice,deception,fake,and ruthless.
*For example,people with decent dress in Tokyo work in good building and ride beautiful commuter train,however almost half of they are
non-regular employment without life assurance.It is modern style of slavery without conscious(?).At least,they seem unable to protest .
At now they can take gorgeous foods,however half of those are not made in domestic,but depending foreign nations facing climate change.
Above all,people still has been going on with mass CO2-emit with having known climate has become actually worsened year by year.
In order to know Latin America reality,USA strategic conspiracy of imperialism against them is decisive.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Condor
This fact is not only for Latin America,but also Europe,,Asia,....including Japan(authors).
Operation Gladio against anti-USA power in Europe.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Gladio

Operation Gladio: CIA Network of “Stay Behind” Secret Armies
The "Sacrifice" of Aldo Moro
http://www.globalresearch.ca/operation-gladio-cia-network-of-stay-behind-secret-armies/9556

Why the global elites having been ruled by the American emperor is explained by global CIA operations after the war.
When Americans want to govern France
https://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/2003/05/LACROIX_RIZ/10168

Is France became an American colony? 6/12/2014
http://www.agoravox.fr/actualites/politique/article/la-france-est-elle-devenue-une-160411
Conclusion:Whether on diplomatic aspects, military, cultural and economic, France has chosen sides: that of vassalage to the US empire.

Americanization of society: in Italy it is the end of the myth?

2015/12/8

http://www.pubblicanews.it/americanizzazione-della-societa-italia-la-fine-del-mito/
Social networks stop Americanization.
But what appeared to be a destiny now granted was stopped in part, paradoxically, by a new US-made: social networks. Facebook and Twitter are the
two faces of this phenomenon.
⑵HEGEL

AND TOTALITARIANISM

The secret society skull and bonds is famous for producing elites(Bush,..)in USA,their fundamental atheism ideology is due to Hoegelian.
THE CULT OF STATE POWER
http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm
PRIMACY OF THE STATE VS. THE INDIVIDUAL
"In civilized nations, true bravery consists in the readiness to give oneself wholly to the service of the State so that the individual
counts but as one among many.

Not personal valor alone is significant; the important aspect lies in self-subordination to the

universal cause."
From G.W.F. Hegel, Philosophy of Law in Jacob Loewenberg (ed.), Hegel: Selections (New York: C. Scribner's Sons, 1929), p. 465.
THE GOOD OF WAR
"War has the deep meaning that by it the ethical health of nations is preserved and their finite aims uprooted.

And as the winds which

sweep over the ocean prevent decay that would result from its perpetual calm, so war protects the people from the corruption which an
everlasting peace would bring upon it.

History shows phases which illustrate how successful wars have checked internal unrest and

have strengthened the entire stability of the State.

Not only do nations issue forth invigorated from their wars, but those nations torn

by internal strife, win peace at home as a result of war abroad."
From G.W.F. Hegel, Philosophy of Law in Jacob Loewenberg (ed.), Hegel: Selections (New York: C. Scribner's Sons, 1929), pp. 464-65
⑶The-Rockefeller-File
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
http://www.geociries.jp/sqkh5981g/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
http://www.geociries.jp/sqkh5981g/

⒜NONE DARE CALL IT CONSPIRACY 1971 by Gary Allen

http://www.whale.to/b/allen_b1.html
Following is summary by author Suzuki.Rockefeller assisted Bolshevik Revolution(1917) in order to make out side enemy for the aim of
establishing Capitalism ally against the Communism,it is solidarity making against communism by setting up decisive enemy outside.
“Nation people and genus are tools of monarchy”.
“Set up enemy for keeping perpetual struggle toward hegemony winning” ......Hoegel Philosophy.in feudalism Preussen.
In 1989,Berlin wall was liberated and USA was to lose enemy,consequently Military Industry Complex(right wing USA)setted up new enemy
of Muslim nations(the 9/11 in 2001),since then USA has entirely been making false flag wars.
⒝WALL STREET AND THE RISE OF HITLER By Antony C. Sutton

http://www.reformation.org/wall-st-hitler.html
Rockefeller assisted NAZIS Revolution in order to defeat Jew the revolutionists.Why Jew has been being persecuted for long history in
feudalism and capitalism Europe?.Both Christianism & Communism are democrat class struggles against nobility hereditary regime.
Right wing’s role is to defeat those political movement.Bush family kinship with UK imperial has been subordinate of Rockefeller.
Bush Family Funded Adolf Hitler
http://www.georgwalkerbush.net/bushfamilyfundedhitler.htm
⒞Operation Paperclip

http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/ww2/OperationPaperclip.html
Operation Paperclip (originally Operation Overcast) was the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) program in which over 1,500 German scientists,
technicians, and engineers from Nazi Germany and other foreign countries were brought to the ...
Archive for the ‘Military Industrial Complex’ Category
http://truth11.com/category/military-industrial-complex/
US Driven By Nazi War Machine

By Finian Cunningham

http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article34946.htm
USA today have revealed NAZIS reincarnated nation as military-police-state with high tech violence devices.
⒟The Rockefeller File 1976 by Gary Allen

http://www.whale.to/b/allen_b.html
For more than one hundred years, since the days when John D. Rockefeller Sr. used every devious strategy he could devise to create a gigantic
oil monopoly, enough books have been written about the Rockefellers to fill a library. I have read many of them. And to my knowledge, not one
has dared reveal the most vital part of the Rockefeller story: that the Rockefellers and their allies have, for at least fifty years, been carefully
following a plan to use their economic power to gain political control of first America, and then the rest of the world.
⒠the Wicked Spirits in High Place.

Once prince Philipp(UK) told,
In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like to return as a deadly virus, to contribute something to solving overpopulation(1988).
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html
Revolution is more terrible than defeating war...Konoe Fumimaro the emperor family member at that time).
http://tamutamu2011.kuronowish.com/konoejyousoubunn.htm
ROCKEFELLER AND MASS MURDER
http://www.tetrahedron.org/articles/new_world_order/UN_Rockefeller_Genocide.html
Three Articles For Mass-Distribution Rockefeller Depopulation Plans Exposed
http://www.infowars.com/three-articles-for-mass-distribution-rockefeller-depopulation-plans-exposed/
The Horrifying American Roots of Nazi Eugenics
http://historynewsnetwork.org/article/1796

EUGENICS, ROCKEFELLER AND ROE V. WADE
http://www.catholicleague.org/eugenics-rockefeller-and-roe-v-wade-2/
CFR-Trilateral pedophile Jeffrey Epstein’s corporate philanthropy tied to transhumanist neo-eugenics
http://www.intrepidreport.com/archives/14991
The Ultimate War Crime: America’s “Global War on Terrorism”
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-ultimate-war-crime-americas-global-war-on-terrorism/5434478
U.S. STRATEGY PLAN CALLS FOR INSURING NO RIVALS DEVELOP March 8, 1992
http://www.nytimes.com/1992/03/08/world/us-strategy-plan-calls-for-insuring-no-rivals-develop.html

1% rich monopolize 46% global wealth !!”.
http://www.legrandsoir.info/les-super-riches-de-1-a-0-7.html
http://tempsreel.nouvelobs.com/topnews/20131009.REU4085/1-de-la-population-detient-46-de-la-richesse-mondiale.html
⒡Bilderberg

Group<substantial planet General Head Quater>.

“The True Story of the Bilderberg Group” and What They May Be Planning Now A Review of Daniel Estulin's book
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-true-story-of-the-bilderberg-group-and-what-they-may-be-planning-now/13808
Why established media has been ignoring The Bilderberg Group ?.
http://www.pakalertpress.com /2012/05/31/why-does-the-mainstream-media-ignore-the-bilderberg-group/
⒢Global

BackGround by the Bilderberger

Operation EndGame.

This world has been being ruled by Bilderbergers with Rockefeller the General Head Quater of NAZIS.Their final aim is not peace making,on the
contrary,to conspire eugenics world for the few elite's surviving(Operation EndGame).This might be due to capitalism instinct.

For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s
population, while enabling the “elites” To live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker
ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
⑷The singularity of East Ally(Russia & China)may be not due to former communism nation(in author’s guessing),

but to non-being of traditional hereditary power ,which is essential difference from west ally nations.
After all,the west ally is nations substantially ruled by traditional hereditary power(Rockefeller and Rothschild).
Thereby east ally could not join their secret circle.Even non communism nations,they have been being forced to be outsiders. .
By anyhow,they(MIC) decisively and always has been seeking enemy to keep perpetual (semi)war-time regime.
⑸Emergent

Cease Fire in SYRIA in the Unprecedented Ruthless Warfare !!!.

⒜Voices from Syria Refute Western Propaganda: US-NATO Supported Terrorists Involved in Countless Atrocities,11/13, 2016
http://www.globalresearch.ca/voices-from-syria-refute-western-propaganda-us-nato-supported-terrorists-involved-in-countless-atrocities/5556777
FALSE: The Syrian war began when President Assad brutally put down peaceful protests.
TRUE: The Syrian War was planned in earnest by the US since 2005. The Syrian soldiers and police were not even allowed to carry weapons until the
“peaceful protesters” had slaughtered several hundreds of police and soldiers.
War Propaganda: Syria’s Destruction by the Lies of the Western Media. “Washington will Never let Go, Their Target is World Hegemony”
October 05, 2016
http://www.globalresearch.ca/war-propaganda-syrias-destruction-by-the-lies-of-the-western-media-washington-will-never-let-go-their-target-is-world-hegemony/5549508

Five million Syrian people have already been forced to leave their country.
Syrian government denies involvement in Houla massacre, 27 May, 2012
https://www.rt.com/news/damascus-refutes-accusations-houla-massacre-339/
http://www.theamericanconservative.com/larison/a-clinton-win-means-an-expanded-war-in-syria-2/
Yurt: Al Qaeda Mambers Manufacuring Poison Gas Near Gaziantep for Use Against Syrians
http://syriaonline.sy/?f=Details&pageid=4463&catid=24

⒝The hidden Cause of 9/11 and sequential Middle East Warfairs<making perpetual war-market with hiding climate>
As for the insidious and brutal plotter on false terror 9/11,it is unprecedented betting to accomplish global deception .At that time,they(military
industry complex=MIC) encountered resession by President Clinton’s detente policy in era of vanishing the long decadesl cold war regime
between USSR and USA after the war. Thus as for war(& oil) makers,it was decisive for war-business survival
http://www.nytimes.com/1993/02/04/us/clinton-seeking-14-billion-cut-by-the-military.html

and hiding deadly fact of inevitable climate change worsened year by years in scientifical prediction. The latter never be told by anyone.

Exxon knew four decades ago about CO2<it is also the oil merchant who has been interfering IPCC and climate actions>
Neela Banerjee of InsideClimate News talks about her investigation into Exxon and how the company's scientists knew since the 1970s about the
damage fossil fuels were causing to the climate. Banerjee also discusses how the company funded groups dedicated ... more
http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-536557123707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

⑹The

Top emergency of Methane Catastrophe Risk in East Siberia Arctic Shelf !!!.

At first,you must know that Arctic warming had already become positive feedback process,which never be stopped spontaneously.
Thereby,climate scientists society(who ignore Arctic Cooling Technology)had become coldly desperate for climate fixing.
This sea coast region is very shallow for heat transfer into sea-flor where massive methane clathrate is reserved .Recent temperature rise at this
region is higher than any one,so methane catastrophe risk is imminent. *Methane=CH4 is the stronger GHG more than 70times CO2,Once
those were melted into atmosphere,temperature is to rise,which turn to rise more sea water temperature to melt more methane.Once this vicious
feedback would have begun,none could stop it !!<toward heat hell world into methane fireball earth at last stage>.
http://climatecommunication.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/arctic_climate.pdf

http://www.wwf.se/source.php/1260148/Arctic%20Climate%20Feedbacks_%20Global%20Implications_2009_Executive%20summary.pdf
However here is strong possibility of Arctic Cooling Engineering to intercept the catastrophe !!!.

Save the Arctic sea ice while we still can!

2015/03/06

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html
Fortunately researchers are increasingly confident that a stratospheric aerosol haze, produced from sulphur dioxide, SO2,could provide
significant cooling of the Arctic for modest expenditure of the order of a few billion dollars per year.This type of cooling could be replaced by cloud
brightening using ultra-fine seawater droplets when the technology is ready for large-scale deployment within a year or two.
＊red characters are by author.
Note World military budget＝1.7Ｔ＄/ｙ,World Oil spending＝26Ｔ＄/ｙ !!
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf
☞:note author-himself the amateur on the technology could not have proved the 100% success,but,without the cooling technology,
it is decisive to face global extinction .Thereby it is massive your strong support that enable the success.

